The purpose of the D-Wave adiabatic quantum computer is to find a set of qubit values that minimize its objective function. For various reasons, the set of qubit values returned by the D-Wave has errors. This paper presents a method of improving the results returned by the D-Wave. The method individually modifies the qubit values returned by the D-Wave to find a set of values which is a minimum of the objective function. That set however is not necessarily guaranteed to be a global minimum. The method is simple and easily incorporated into any algorithm that has direct access to the sets of values returned by the D-Wave. Examples are also presented that demonstrate the merit of using such a sample improvement method.
Introduction
The D-Wave [4] is an adiabatic quantum computer [3, 6] . The problem class that is addressed by the D-Wave is based on the Ising model objective function, F: of this paper is to describe a method for correcting each sample returned by the D-Wave through post processing of each sample. Correction is defined here as determining a new set of qubit values which result in a minimum value of the objective function for the given set of coefficients (a i s and b ij s) based on the result returned by the D-Wave. Once again this however does not guarantee that the correction will result in the global minimum value.
D-Wave Result Correction Method
Each qubit q i has a domain of influence over the value of F. This influence consists of the qubit's coefficient a i and the coefficients b ij of the couplers attached to it. Equation 2 represents this influence.
where (i, j) is a coupler between qubit q i and q j , and C is the set of couplers available on the D-Wave. The D-Wave is configured as a Chimera graph (see figure 1) and some of those couples may not be functional due to the previously state trapped flux. Note that a set of I i is dependent on a specific sample returned from the D-Wave. Since the goal is to minimize F if I i and q i have a differ sign for every qubit, then F is a minimum, not necessarily the global minimum. Therefore if any I i and q i have the same sign F is not a minimum and q i can be replaced by −q i which will reduce the value of F by 2I i for the modified sample. By recomputing I i for the new sample it can be determined if another q i may be modified to reduce the value of F. This can be repeated until the value of F can no longer be reduce (i.e. F is minimum).
Correction Examples
D-Wave sample correction is simple and can be easily incorporated into any algorithm that has direct access to samples returned by the D-Wave. In the following sections the results from 3 algorithms are presented which utilizing the D-Wave with corrected samples as well as without. The first example is a study of minimizing F for a set of random value qubit and coupler coefficients. The second is that of training a chimera Boltzmann machine [1] trained on hand written digits from the MNIST data set. And finally the study on D-Wave characteristics [2] is expanded from just comparing D-Wave results to results from a theoretically perfect D-Wave to including a D-Wave with corrected results. 
Samples based on random coefficients
In [5] , King, et al. defines ruggedness as follows:
where a real number, f = [−1, 1] is in essence a quantized real number of resolution R. R = 1000 is a relatively fine resolution, R = 10 is a coarse resolution and R = ∞ is a non-quantized real number. Three sets of coefficients were generated for the same set of random coefficients where R = ∞, R = 100, and R = 32. 1000 samples were obtained from the D-Wave for each R values. This example is performed on a Chimera Boltzmann Machine [1] (CBM), a 3 layer neural network, 2 visible and 1 hidden layer, base on the concepts of a Boltzmann machine. Only the hidden layer is performed on the D-Wave. It is being referred to as a chimera Boltzmann machine(CBM) because the hidden layer is connected like the D-Wave (a chimera graph) instead of a restricted Boltzmann machine (RBM) which has no connections within the its hidden layers, and yet it is not a completely connected graph as a Boltzmann machine (BM) would be. This CBM is trained on 100 samples of hand written digits from the MNIST dataset for 200 epochs and tested on a different 100 samples for the MNIST dataset. Figure 3a is a histogram which shows the distribution of the values of F for a typical set of coefficients given to the D-Wave in the process of training the CBM. The D-Wave returned 1000 samples for each set of coefficients. Note that the distribution of uncorrected values form a bell-like shape curve and yet the corrected value are all the same value (lower than the uncorrected values). Though it is not proven, the correct values are arguably the global minimum. In the process of training this CBM 40,000 requests were made to the D-Wave and in all cases the 1000 samples for each request resulted in a single corrected minimum value, as in figure 3a . Figure 3b is the learning profile for the CBM for 100 training samples and 100 test samples over 100 epochs. Note that the CBM learned more rapidly using corrected samples than with uncorrected samples and yet the corrected samples tended to lead to a slight over-fitting relative to the uncorrected samples.
Virtual qubit characteristics
This example is an extension of the work done in reference [2] . For this example only results from an Ising model are given since the D-Wave is Ising model hardware. For the Ising model the value of a qubit, q i can only have a value of -1 or 1. A virtual qubit is a group of physical qubits that are treated and should act like a single physical qubit. This means that if one qubit of the group has a value of 1 all the qubits of the group should have a value of 1 and if one qubit of the group does not have a value of 1, none of the qubits of the group should have a value of 1. This is seldom the case.
To treat all the qubits symmetrically the same, all qubit coefficients will have the same value and all the couplers between qubits within the group will have the same coefficient values, yet the qubit coefficients and coupler coefficients may be different. Figure 4 : Plots of the probability that a physical qubit within a virtual qubit will be one, P (q = 1), vs. coupler coefficient value, C c , using the Ising model for 12 qubit chains on C12 at NASA Ames. Figure 4 plots the probability that a qubit within a virtual qubit will have a value of 1 versus a coupler coefficient value, C c , where each (c) Theoretical Figure 6 : Plots of the probability that a physical qubit within a virtual qubit will be 1, P (q = 1), vs. qubit coefficient value, C q , using the Ising model for 12 qubit chains on C12 at NASA Ames.
(17 different values of C c were plotted.) line is a different value of qubit coefficient, C q . Figure 6 plots the probability that a qubit within a virtual qubit will have a value of 1 versus C q , where each line is a different value of C c .
Voting can also used as a metric to reduce error. Voting consists of counting the number of physical qubits in the virtual qubit that have a value of 1 and if that number is larger than (or equal) to half the number of physical qubits in the virtual qubit the value of the virtual qubit is consider to be 1. Figures 5 and 7 are the same as 4 and 6 except that rather than plotting the probability of a qubit within a virtual qubit having a value of 1, the probability of a virtual qubit having a value of 1 by voting is plotted.
Finally it should be noted that in all cases the plots using correct samples are much closer in appearance to the theoretically errorless D-Wave results than are the uncorrected D-Wave results.
Conclusion
A method has been presented that utilizes the D-Wave, and is guaranteed, to find a minimum nearby any sample returned by the D-Wave, However, the minimum is not guaranteed to be the global minimum. It is simple and is easily incorporated into any algorithm that has access to the raw samples returned by the D-Wave. It could be execution time optimized but this is not address here. Three examples of the effects of using corrected D-wave samples have been presented and it can be easily seen that the results have been improved, more in some cases than in others. Figure 7 : Plots of the probability that a virtual qubit will be 1 (using voting over physical qubits), P (q = 1), vs. qubit coefficient value, C q , using the Ising model for 12 qubit chains on C12 at NASA Ames. (17 different values of C c were plotted.)
